September 23, 2016

Honorable Roy Blunt
Chairman
Subcommittee on Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education
Senate Committee on Appropriations
Washington, DC 20515

Honorable Patty Murray
Ranking Member
Subcommittee on Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education
Senate Committee on Appropriations
Washington, DC 20515

Honorable Tom Cole
Chairman
Subcommittee on Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education
House Committee on Appropriations
Washington, DC 20515

Honorable Rosa DeLauro
Ranking Member
Subcommittee on Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education
House Committee on Appropriations
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Chairman Blunt, Ranking Member Murray, Chairman Cole, and Ranking Member DeLauro:

As the start of fiscal year (FY) 2017 quickly approaches—and the House and Senate appropriators are working to complete action on the Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education appropriation for the new year—the undersigned organizations and individuals urge Members to provide meaningful investments in programs that will support teachers and principals in creating schools where all students can succeed.

We are a group of organizations and individuals who believe that all schools can become great schools if teachers, principals, and other school leaders have the preparation and ongoing support needed to put into practice the best educational strategies and approaches. Collectively, we have prepared and supported thousands of effective teachers and leaders who are making a difference in high-poverty and other high-need schools. We are now working with States and local school districts to prepare for the implementation of the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA), whose initial implementation will be supported with FY 2017 funding. Indeed, FY 2017 is a particularly critical year for support of Federal teacher and school leadership programs, as the programs and activities States and districts put in place in that year will likely set the pattern for what is implemented and achieved over the full four-year ESSA
authorization. With that imperative in mind, we urge the Congress to provide increased funding for the following specific programs.

- **Supporting Effective Instruction State Grants (Title II-A)**—Title II-A provides formula grants to States and school districts for activities to improve the quality of teaching and school leadership; increase the number of teachers, principals, and other leaders who are effective in improving student achievement; and ensure that students from low-income families and minority students have equitable access to effective teachers and leaders. The reauthorization under ESSA places greater emphasis on carrying out evidence-based practices, and gives States new authority to use program funds on activities that will strengthen the preparation and improvement of principals and other school leaders. Title II-A is the largest Federal program specifically dedicated to improving teaching and leadership and thus will be an indispensable vehicle for accomplishment of the overall objective of ESSA: student success. **We urge the Congress to fund Title II-A at $2.25 billion.**

- **Teacher and School Leader Incentive Grants (TSLIG)**—The TSLIG supports efforts to improve school districts’ human capital management systems and to develop, improve, or expand performance-based compensation systems. It is the successor to the Teacher Incentive Fund that the Congress has funded over the last decade. Because of the importance of making improvements in the procedures used by many districts for hiring, training, compensating, evaluating, rewarding, and supporting the career development of teachers, principals, and other school leaders, we believe that this program should continue to be a priority. **We urge the Congress to fund the TSLIG at $250 million.**

- **School Leader Recruitment and Support Program (SLRSP)**—SLRSP is the only Federal program with an exclusive focus on principals and other school leaders and thus is particularly critical given the major impact on principals on schools and classrooms. Research indicates that principals account for 25 percent of a school’s impact on student achievement and that a highly-effective teacher can increase student achievement by as much as 20 percentage points. **We urge the Congress to fund the SLRSP at $30 million.**

- **Education Research and Innovation (EIR)**—The EIR program supports development, validation, and scaling up of innovative strategies and interventions for addressing persistent education challenges. Under ESSA, EIR replaces the Investing in Innovation Fund (i3). i3 funded the development and expansion of a number of promising or demonstrably effective programs specifically designed to improve teaching and school leadership, which is a priority under the new program. **We urge the Congress to fund the EIR at $180 million.**

- **Supporting Effective Educator Development (SEED)**—The SEED program provides competitive grants to institutions of higher education, national nonprofit organizations, and the Bureau of Indian Education for activities that support the recruitment, preparation, and professional development of teachers or principals and other school leaders. Under ESSA, SEED will focus specifically on such activities as pathways that allow teachers, principals, and other school leaders with nontraditional preparation and certification to obtain employment in traditionally underserved districts; providing evidence-based professional development that addresses a range of needs, including literacy, numeracy, and remedial needs of students; and providing professional development that enhances the opportunity for students to participate in dual-enrollment and early-college programs. **We urge the Congress to fund the SEED program at $100 million.**

- **Teacher Quality Partnership (TQP)**—The TQP program seeks to strengthen the education professions mainly through improvement in the initial preparation of teachers, school leaders, and early childhood educators, with a particular emphasis on programs that prepare educators to serve in high-poverty and rural school districts. The Administration requested that this program be replaced with a new Teacher and Principals Pathways initiative. Because the Congress has not
taken action to create a new program, we support continuation and increased funding for the current TQP, with support provided for both teacher preparation and principal preparation grants. We **urge the Congress to fund the TQP program at $125 million.**

In sum, the undersigned believe that the six programs described above are critical components of the national effort to improve student outcomes through critical investments in teaching and school leadership. Strong support in FY 2017 will be critical in helping to ensure that ESSA achieves its important objectives. Please support the students and schools in your state by increasing funding for these programs in the final 2017 appropriation.

Sincerely,

America Achieves  
America Forward  
Chiefs for Change  
Democrats for Education Reform  
Educators for Excellence  
Education Reform Now  
Leading Educators  
National Commission on Teaching & America’s Future  
National Institute for Excellence in Teaching  
National Network of State Teachers of the Year  
New Leaders  
New Teacher Center  
New York City Leadership Academy  
Public Impact  
Results for America  
School Leadership Preparation & Development Network  
Teach for America  
Teach Plus  
The School Leadership Project  
TNTP

And the following individual educators:

**Arizona**  
Lora Abraham, Mesa

**California**  
Alicia Arenas, Oakland  
Christina Favela-Garcia, San Jose  
Ellen Moir, Santa Cruz  
Jasmine Johnson, Oakland  
Kenneth Bonner Jr., Hercules  
Kristin Galagher, Oakland  
Lupe Mendoza-Fernández, Los Angeles  
Michelle Youngblood Jarman, Los Angeles  
Nikita Patel, Oakland

**Connecticut**  
Sivan Hong, Westport

**Delaware**  
Kristen Ehlman, Middletown

**Illinois**  
Althea M. Hammond, Chicago  
Carolyn Jones, Chicago  
Chad H. Adams, Chicago  
Cindy Wulbert, Chicago  
D. Kearney, Chicago  
Danielle Drayton, Chicago  
Davia S. Parker, Chicago  
Edward Morris Jr., Chicago  
Freeda Pirillisi, Chicago  
Jasmine L Thurmond, Chicago  
Jeremy Thomashow, Chicago  
Kevin Coppage, Chicago  
Manuel Adrianzen, Chicago  
Matthew Fasana, Chicago  
Melanie Lopez, Chicago  
Melinda Jean-Baptiste, Chicago  
Michael Wilkinson, Chicago
Mirtha E. Quintana-Toomey, Chicago
Mr. Alfredo Nambo, Chicago
Peter Auffant, Chicago
Shalanda Holmes Lobban, Chicago
Steve Green, Chicago
Tosha Jackson, Chicago

Indiana
Karen Van Duyn, Lake Village
Patrick McAlister, Indianapolis

Louisiana
Charlotte Burney Tillman, New Orleans
Cynthia Miller, New Orleans
Dana Hunter Fradella, New Orleans
Donya Ligon, New Orleans
Kendra Williams, New Orleans

Maryland
Andre Cowling, Baltimore
Cathy Miles, Baltimore
Dr. Kimberly Felton, Baltimore City
Landa McLaurin, Baltimore
Lisa Brown, Baltimore
Maria Hopewell, Pikesville
David Wilhelm Jr., Baltimore
Jeri Somerville, Baltimore
Kelly Wilhelm, Baltimore
Kimberly C. Patterson, Baltimore
Lacey Robinson, Laurel

Massachusetts
Alison Welcher, Cambridge

Minnesota
Krista Kaput, Minneapolis

Mississippi
Regina L. DeLoach, Horn Lake

New Jersey
Celita Davelaargreen, East Orange
Mrs. Sherry Hughes, Jersey City
Ron Rapatalo, Jersey City

New Mexico
Maureen Torrez, Albuquerque

New York
Alexandra Woo, Queens
Anna Spoden, New York
Atiya Francis-Whitney, Brooklyn
Cory Caset, New York
James Volkland, Carmel
Joel Troge, Brooklyn
Melissa A. Peters, Brooklyn
Rich Johnson, Bronx
Stephanie Plachy, Queens
Teresa Ranieri, Bronx

North Carolina
Alexander C. Macaulay, Charlotte
Arlene Harris, Charlotte
Deadra Hall, Charlotte
Frederick Mohrien, Charlotte
Natasha Warsaw, Durham
Tara Anderson, Charlotte
Temeka Truesdale, Charlotte

Oregon
Melissa Barnes Dholakia, Bend

Rhode Island
Flavia Molea Baker, Providence

Tennessee
Andrea L. Dixon, Memphis
Arby Martin, Memphis
Christine Vandiver-Tate, Collierville
Danielle S. Berry-Leach, Cordova
Glenda Burton, Memphis
LaWanda Hill, Memphis
Natasha N. Gossett, Cordova
Timothy Ware, Memphis
Yetta Lewis, Memphis

Texas
Susan Gonzales, San Antonio